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EXPERTS SPEAK IN BELGRANO AND BARRIO NORTE

INSOMNIA HAS A SOLUTION 
Insomnia is the most common sleep disorder that nowadays affects many people´s life. If you are one 
of them,  there are different changes you can make to improve your behavior and it will help you get to 
sleep.  Here are some tips to stop suffering insomnia.  
First, check the bedroom where you are going to sleep. Create a peaceful environment, without 
noise and completely dark. Your  bed, sheets and fundamentally the pillows should be comfortable.  
Secondly, make sure you are having a healthy diet. Alcohol, spicy and heavy meals can affect your 
rest. Also you should cut down on coffee. Instead, try preparing a herbal tea. Finally,  a very good idea 
is trying to relax before going to bed. Many people are worried and very stressed. If you have time, you 
could have a warm bath or practice meditation. In conclusion, I recommend you follow these simple 
tips to improve your daily  habit of sleeping. 
Isabel Arnedo - Belgrano

OVERCOMING THE INSOMNIA STIGMA 
During the day you feel very tired but when the night comes you can't fall asleep? Over 40% of the 
people in the world are affected by insomnia and it can be a very frustrating situation. But you are not 
alone, here are some ideas we suggest trying to help you sleep better. 
First, you need to know where you feel more comfortable. Find yourself a dark quiet room, try using 
headphones and putting on some relaxing music to set an ambience.
Another problem people have are their thoughts. In bed you probably start thinking about all the things 
you have to do the next day, work, deadlines... Stress and anxiety are not helpful at all. Remember, you 
need to have a good sleep in order to manage those tasks properly. So wash those thoughts away 
immediately and picture soothing places instead, like forests or a lake. Drop the coffee at nights and 
leave your phone far from the bed so you won't be able to reach it easily.
Take it one night at the time, if a technique you were used to isn’t working anymore, maybe it's time 
for you to pick another one. 
Lourdes Corvalán - Belgrano

remake projects level 3 barrio norte

remake projects level 3 BELGRANO
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FLORES WRITING TEAM

In the picture there’s a woman wearing a blue dress and a cap. She is also wearing a coat and 
she is touching a window and holding up a jug. She is medium height and she has fair skin. 
In the picture there’s a map behind her. There’s a table in front of the woman. The map is 
above the chair. There’s a little box on the table and next to the plate. The jug is on the plate. 
In the picture there’s a necklace in the little box. The chair is behind the table and there’s a 
window on the left of the picture.
Nazarena Arce
Mujer con una jarra de agua – Johannes Vernier.

In the painting we can see a woman that is cooking bread. She is wearing old clothes: a long red skirt, a yellow 
and blue dress and a white coif on her head. She is a quiet woman, it shows in her face. She is medium height. 
There is a table in front of her and there is some bread on the table and inside the basket. There is a vessel 
between her and the bread and she is pouring some milk inside the jar. There is a box on the floor and there is 
a window next to the woman. There is a wall behind her with some baskets near the window.
Florencia Alejandra Pérez

This is an old full colour picture. In this picture I can see an old woman. She is crying tired and 
sad. She is wearing a blue capelin and a white shirt. Her eyes are almost closed. Below the 
woman’s painting there is a slice of watermelon. It is next to the plant and above the orange. 
There are three oranges. The first one is on the left of the woman; the second between the 
lemon and the candle and third orange is next to the yellow flowers. In the picture there are 
four flags: yellow, green, purple and red. In my opinion this is the best picture to describe.     

In this picture there are a lot of things. First, there is a woman standing in front of the piano. 
She has curly short blonde hair. She is wearing an old black dress with a yellow blouse. There 
is a man between a mirror and an old picture. He has long black hair and he is wearing special 
clothes that look like a long coat. There is a white jar on the table. There are some windows. 
There is a blue chair, and there is a Violoncello on the floor. There is a tray between the jar and 
the table. I think the people in the picture are talking. The floor is very different, I like the mix 
of black and white. The ceiling is brown wood.
José Catari

In this painting I can see a woman  wearing dark clothes, I think she is “The Widow”.  She is 
between one girl and one  old woman, perhaps they are  her daughter and her mother. In 
front of her, there is an umbrela and one stool on the floor. The girl is on the left of the widow, 
on a chair, and the old woman is on the right. On the table, behind the girl, I can see some 
biscuits and some  jugs. Above the table there is a beautiful hat. Behind the old woman there 
is a statue.  In the right corner of the painting there are two plantpots on the floor and next to 
them there are  some beautiful flowers on the other table in front of the old woman. 
Andrea Castelli

This picture is in a dinning room.  There are some people. The man is next to the table. He is holding 
a jug of wine, and he is looking at the woman sitting in front of  him. He is wearing a shirt, a green 
coat and a big black hat. He is medium height and thin. He has brown eyes and he has medium 
lenght  brown hair. He has a beard and a moustache. The woman is sittting on the chair next to the 
table and she is drinking a glass of wine. She is a bit overweight. She is wearing a long orange dress 
and a blue cap.  There is a window on the left of the picture. there is a stained glass in the window. 
There is a bench below the window. There is a cushion on the bench. There is a chair in front of the 
table. There is a cushion on the chair. There is a guitar on the cushion.  The table is covered by a 
tablecloth, and there are two books on the table. There is a picture on the wall behind the table. It 
looks a little dark. In the corner of the room there is another window with blue curtains.

There is a woman. She has wavy blonde hair, big brown eyes and a small mouth and thin lips.
She is wearing a long white and blue dress. She is sitting on a chair in front of the spinet. She 
is playing it. The spinet is in the corner of the room.There are musical scores on the spinet, 
there is a painting on the spinet too. There is a musical bass next to the spinet. There is a 
painting on the wall. There are three people in the painting. There is a window between the 
spinet and the wall. 

PAINTING TO DESCRIBE: “The Widow” ( 1868) Autor: James Tissot (1836 – 1902, French)  Impressionism art

The Glass of Wine, by Johannes Vermeer.

Vermeer Painting: Woman sit playing the spinet

describing a painting level 3
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Last summer I went to Bariloche with my boyfriend. I usually go every summer because my family lives there 
but this time was special because I went with company. We travelled by plane and we arrived early. My sister 
her boyfriend and my nieces waited for us and that was exciting. We stayed at their house because it’s very big. 
We woke up late and we all had breakfast together, it was beautiful.The weather was great. Every day we went 
to the lake and we had lunch, swam and sunbathed. In the afternoon, we went for a walk to Cerro Campanario 
where we took photos. Then we went back to the house and played cards and danced with the children. In the 
evening, we cooked or we went to a restaurant, then we had ice cream.
The last day was the most special because it was my birthday and we celebrated it in Colonia Suiza where we 
had lunch and swam in a “banana” on the lake, it was funny. It was the best birthday of my life and unforgettable 
holidays. 
Florencia Alejandra Pérez

When I was twenty-four years old, I travelled to Colonia Tovar with my parents, my sister, my brother in law, and 
my wife. Colonia Tovar is a small German town in Venezuela. The weather is cold and windy. The people are kind, 
generous and friendly. It is a good place if you want to rest far away from the city. A few weeks before travelling 
I rented a small house with a fantastic view. The house looked great.There was a small kitchen, four bedrooms, 
two bathrooms, a grill and two garages. The journey started  on Thursday, we drove about 5 hours, when we 
were  about to arrive, we had a problem, my father's car broke down. It  was a terrible moment because we 
were in the middle of the route, and we couldn’t see another driver because the route has many curves, ups 
and downs. Fortunately, we could fix the car and continue. When we arrived, we forgot about the problem. We 
were in a fantastic place and we were fine. We visited a chocolate store and ate German and Polish sausages. 
It was delicious.
José Catari

My unforgettable holidays were in Rio do Janeiro in December 2017. I went with my girlfriend for ten days. The 
weather was very sunny and warm. We rented an apartament in  Av. Das Pedras Street 14th. The apartament 
was near the beach, the best beach. We swam with some dolphins and saw a lot of fishes and tortoises.
We went to a restaurant and ate exquisite marine menues. I want to go back to that place because it was 
amazing!

Two years ago, I went on holiday to Venezuela, with my husband. We decided to surprise 
our family. I was nervous because my passport had expired, and I travelled with my 
Venezuelan I.D. Card., but everything was perfect. When we arrived in Barcelona City, we 
rented a car and my husband drove home for about ten hours. I texted my father and I 
said "Daddy, I need you to pick up a packet in this address…”. When I saw him, I ran very 
fast and I surprised him. He was very happy, because he had seen me for the last time  
two years ago. We visited all our family. It was very important travelling home, because we 
celebrated my mother's birthday and my father-in-law’s birthday.  Several days later we 
rented a beautiful house near the beach. Morrocoy has the most splendid beaches in my 
country. There, the water is crystal clear and warm, and the sand is white. 
I spent three weeks with my family. It was an unforgettable holiday.
Karelis Díaz

5 years ago me and my family went to Villa Gesell. We stayed in a hotel for a week. It was near the beach and 
downtown. The hotel had small but comfortable bedrooms.
I remember we went to a place, like a park, near the center and there was foodtrucks with food and drinks of 
differents countries. I remember Colombian&apos;s , Mexican&apos;s and Brazilian&apos;s food. It was so 
fun! My mom ordered Tacos and when she ate her tongue started to burn because it had a lot of hot spicy. 
She was preoccupied and I didn't know what to do. My dad came and he gave her water but it didn't work. We 
decided to ask for help from the Mexican foodtrack. They gave us milk for my mom.  She drank the milk and 
started to feel better. My mom decided to eat Mexican food but for the next time without hot spicy please!
Nazarena Arce 

My unforgettable holiday was two years ago. It was in February 2018. I went to Egypt with my 
parents and my older brother. It was the first time I went to another country. The flight was 
terrible because it was very long, it took 22 hours. But it was worth it because It’s a country 
with a huge history and incredible views. I learned a lot of Egyptian history and about their 
culture, custom and religion. 
I was surprised by the poverty of the country. Once, when we were walking in the street, five-
year-old children asked us for food and that broke my heart, I was in shock because they 
didn’t ask for money, they just wanted food. We gave them the food we were carrying at that 
moment and we continued the walk, but it was difficult.  Anyway, the trip was amazing, and 
I’ll never forget it. 
Lucia Garcia dos Reis

UNFORGETABLE HOLIDAYS level 3
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Mayra, I’m going to tell you about a dream that became a nightmare. Sometimes I remember my dreams, most 
of them are weird and scary. This one was last year in November. It happened in a haunted house. Me and my 
family were there taking vacations, also my ex-boyfriend was in this dream. 
The house had old objects and pictures of dead people on the walls. I can’t understand why we chose this 
house but anyway it’s a dream. I remember I had a bad feeling about this house but my family didn’t notice. We 
arrived at the house and I saw a mirror on the wall.  Suddenly a woman's face appeared and she followed me 
with her look. I felt very scared and I ran to tell my family and my ex boyfriend. They saw the same as me, the 
woman looking at us. We started running and I woke up. That was the end. 

I always have many dreams in one night, I remember them all but after some hours I forget them.
There is one dream that I never forget because it’s very funny. I was with my friends enjoying myself  in the 
garden. I remember it was spring. We were laughing at some story and drinking juice when suddenly one of 
my friends told us that a band of other friends was playing live and we decided to go. When we arrived at the 
place there were enough people, it was sunny. I remember it was a place where we had  been, it is typical in a 
dream. The place looked like the garden of my school where I used to have lunch, there were many trees and 
I saw some birds. We were drinking a beer when suddenly night fell. We met with our friends while another 
band was playing before my friends, we listened to it and it was good. Then it was time to hear my friends play. 
I remember that I asked them to play a special song. Martin, my friend, said “This song is for my friend Flor”. I 
was euphoric. 
The song started and I was happy until that moment was mixed with another sound, it was the alarm of my 
mobile phone that was sounding! It wasn’t the song! It was time to get up and go to work… ;(

Once I was in a dream where someone was hunting me. It was a few years ago but I remember it because it 
repeated itself a couple of times. I was in a house sleeping and suddenly an old woman appeared, maybe she 
was a gypsy, she looked like one. She opened the door and started to scream, I don’t remember what things she 
said but I remember her screaming. And then I jumped from the bed to the floor and I started to run out of the 
room. The house was a maze, I started to try all the corridors.And then I woke up. The next time that I dreamed 
the same, when I was in the maze, I realized that I had had this dream before. And I don’t know why but I started 
to run for a corridor that I had known before and I knew that was the right way. 
Lucia Garcia Dosreis

It's very difficult for me to remember a dream, because normally, when I wake up, I don't remember anything.
But I was looking into my memory and I have a few dreams that I could tell you. The first one  was that I dreamt 
about a great party. My birthday party. The crazy thing was who was invited to that party... my family of course, 
the cleaning boy who used to work at my office, the ex president Mauricio Macri and all his ministers, there were 
a lot of clowns, we ate barbecue, we drank beer , we danced all night. I truly woke up with a smile on my face that 
morning.It was a great dream!  Other times, I had sad dreams, for example, I remember one morning, I woke up 
crying, actually it was my own scream that woke me up. On that occasion I dreamed that my dog passed  away. 
It was really sad, although, at that time,  it was a dog who was already dead. But the most repeated dream that 
I have is a mix between sad and terrorific. A lot of times, when, for example, I am in a difficult situation and I 
need some help, I can't talk, my voice doesn’t go out from my mouth, I try with all my body but it’s impossible. 
Definitely the last one was a nightmare.
María Belén Piedras Hermida

On Friday night I dreamed with one of my best friends. Her name is Adina and she lives in Spain. We became 
good friends in a trip to the mountains. That Friday it took me a big effort to sleep but later I fell into a deep 
sleep. My dream started with Adina and me going to a church. First we went to a children's church and it was 
full of kids. It was crowded and noisy. Suddenly we appeared at the university and we got the best seats in front 
of all. But a gentleman approached and told us we had to leave those seats, because important people needed 
them. I was very angry with him and told Adina: “Let´s leave, we have better things to do ''.
After that, we were walking along the street, when I fell into a deep ditch. And I was trying to get out of there 
but I couldn’t.So I was quite afraid and I started to rappel to get out of there. I made it to the edge but I was 
exhausted. Later I could see a friend of Adina was arriving. He was thin and had short brown hair but I didn’t 
know his name. He was nice and offered us a bottle of Gatorade, but the bottle was covered with a stocking. I 
was thirsty so I drank through a small hole in the stocking. I think it’s one of the weirdest dreams I´ve ever had. 
But I´m happy because I couldn´t think of anything else to tell. 
Nadia Mayol

Mayra I’m going to tell you about a dream that became a nightmare. Sometimes I remember my dreams, most 
of them are weird and scary. This one was last year in November. It happened in a haunted house. Me and my 
family were there taking vacations, also my ex boyfriend was in this dream.
The house had old objects and pictures of dead people on the walls. I can’t understand why we chose this 
house but, anyways, it’s a dream. I remember I had a bad feeling about this house but my family didn’t notice. 
We arrived at the house and I saw a mirror on the wall.
Suddenly a woman's face appeared and she followed me with her eyes(looking). I felt very scared and I ran to 
tell my family and my ex boyfriend. They saw the same as me, the woman was looking at us. We started running 
and I woke up. That was the end. 
Nazarena Arce

WRITING ABOUT A FUNNY, SAD, WEIRD DREAM level 4
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› PLAYLIST 01 ON SPOTIFY › PLAYLIST 02 ON SPOTIFY › PLAYLIST 03 ON SPOTIFY

NEWS FROM ADROGUÉ

INTERMEDIATE 1

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/6xKvQzhbxVALksW3ZN2LpC?si=QdvNwLAwQ-WJF2yA0xClvQ
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/4m2hQaS6M9Z0wKzxhpBg0k?si=wMbx9rYsSE-vDFYVWSCLGw
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/1jaATKCXLlPOS9F92VctyJ?si=8h9qxypcT6KOSBovjgnwcw
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Teachers in our Adrogué branch have been quite busy… with 
having fun!
Here are some snapshots:

› PLAYLIST 04 ON SPOTIFY › PLAYLIST 05 ON SPOTIFY

WHAT TO DO DURING THE WINTER HOLIDAYS

For a full, enjoyable experience click HERE. For a full, enjoyable experience click HERE.

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/7x1IrNi5tdRdvLYs4akSPo?si=T4Fc0jVPS02_SZ66ixpWHw
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/69YBoVgBu215iJob5TnnZ5?si=Lwsr7_RSSpKwtBDoVhTKlg
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/69YBoVgBu215iJob5TnnZ5?si=Lwsr7_RSSpKwtBDoVhTKlg
https://es.padlet.com/rominalojko/int115winterholidays
https://padlet.com/rominalojko/int117winterholidays
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BAKE OFF IN ADROGUÉ AND FLORES

During August we worked with food vocabulary and 

we created cookies online using: 

https://www.abcya.com/games/make_a_cookie

FOOD-CREATING COOKIES IN FLORES
KINDER
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CHEFS IN BARRIO NORTE and HURLINGHAM

Maximo castelli

catalina battilana

carmela saponara

cake toast

chefs chefs

HURLINGHAM

BARRIO 
NORTE
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lucía pared

karen baez

juancito

ismael

gonzalo machado

SPORTS AND TALENTS INTERMEDIATE 1

HOME-MADE COMPOST

HURLIGHAM'S KNOW HOW
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HISTORY
level 7

PADLET
INTERMEDIATE 2

For a full, enjoyable experience click HERE.

THE TUDORS

THE WAR OF THE ROSES

BRAVEHEART

BRAVEHEART: SCOTLAND'S INDEPENDENCE

https://padlet.com/int2teachers/l0gn00zmi5o2kuo1
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WHAT'S UP WITH APPS HURLIGHAM

CHILD STAR

DREAMY APP
by camila

DREAMY APP
COOKING APP

LUCIANO MANZO . ANDRÉS VILLANTE INTERMEDIATE 2
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OUR CITY AND MORE QUILMES

BEGINNERS 2

My favourite supermarket is called “Carrefour”. It’s far 
from my house but it is a very good place to buy things! 
Carrefour opens at eight o’ clock in the morning and 
closes at ten o’ clock in the evening.
In Carrefour I buy videogames but my dad buys tools, 
my mum buys pans! In Carrefour you can buy a lot of 
things! Videogames, TVs, tools, toys, clothes, etc.
The best thing of Carrefour is the bargains! But the 
bad thing is the cash registers. They are so slow!!
Carrefour’s aisles are always full and clean but the 
parking lot is always dirty.
Carrefour has a food shop! It’s called “Mustard” and 
it’s similar to a McDonald’s but for me, in Mustard 
the hamburgers are bigger than the hamburgers in 
McDonald’s. CATA, CAMI, MEL AND CECI.
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CLICK HERE

CLICK HERE

SPOOKY!!! CASA CENTRAL

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1YLQ7wizuk33C1OHAGuX7S2uGBq3SNYIq/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ErWGtMo0_ZRGK1lnezrAYFWosPvdu5Wn/preview
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SPOOKY!!! BARRIO NORTE AND FLORES

KINDER FLORES We worked with parts of the face. We saw paintings by Bortusk Leer and 
drew paintings in magazine pages. We created monsters by throwing dice.

nicole ciro

cirociro

preparatory and children 1 BARRIO NORTE

Carolina Maitena 
Cabrera Tapia

Christian Longarini

Christian Quispe ParedesDavid Martínez Morales

Jacobo O Roman Becerra Jana Sol Tapino Luana Clarisa Higinio Lucas Arroyo

Martina VillabonaMilagros Canabides

FREE EXTRA PRACTICE
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KIDS AND MORE... IN ALL SHAPES AND COLOURS!!! 

our zoo
children 1 quilmes

Children drew different objects with shapes, then we 
shared them and counted how many shapes they could 
see in each picture.

shapes
preparatory and kinder  
flores
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WE PROTECT PLANET 
EARTH 
children 3 
BARRIO NORTE

KINDER-PREP 
GROW CROPS 
FLORES

OUR EARTH
children 3 LANÚS

our dear planet

While working with family 
vocabulary we read the 
story: The carrot seed and 
we learned that carrots can 
grow if we put the upper part 
in a tupperware with a small 
amount of water and take 
care of it. Here you can see 
part of the process.
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CHILDREN'S DAY RAFFLE- MY FAVOURITE DAY QUILMES

Congrats to all winners of the “My favorite day” raffle! SANTIAGO URBINA CORTESE,IGNACIO ESTEVEZ 
y MAYTE DEL PRETE. And thanks also to LOMBARDO KIARA, ALMA DEL PRETE, VICTORIA DA PRA, 
ALMA FUSTER, MILLER DAVID, AXEL MONTENEGRO, ISABELLA PAGUA,, PERALTA DYLAN, NEGROTTO 
DELFINA y NEGROTTO FELICITAS for your participation and your wonderful drawings!
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HANDS ON  IN VILLA CRESPO AND LANÚS

A person I admire
The person I admire is my mother. Her name is Alba. I’ll write 
about her in the past because she died in 2014, when she was 
63 years old. Her birthday was on July 18th. She was born in 
Moreno, Argentina. And she had a twin sister, my godmother. 
She started working when she was very young, but basically, 
she was an employee. She met my father when she was 36 
and he was 27 (he was younger than my mom). They married 
one year later, and they were very happy. She got pregnant 
and I was born in 1989. She loved me from the first time, and 
even more, because she thought she couldn’t get pregnant 
(she had cancer when she was 24). When I was 2 years old, 
my parents got divorced but she never looked sad, she always 
had a smile on her face for me. She was funny, smart, sweet, 
extremely protective and a bit strict, but she was my mom and 
she was perfect to me. I am who I am thanks to her. I love her 
and I miss her so much. And I hope I’m as good (as a mom) as 
she was with me.
By Laura Aspillaga - Level 2

A person I admire
The person I admire is Enrique Chaneton. He was a teacher 
at the University of Buenos Aires. He taught the subject 
“Biodiversity”. He was a very dedicated person and a 
wonderful teacher. He also worked as an investigator at the 
university of Buenos Aires. Unfortunately, he passed away last 
year. His death caused a lot of sorrow among  his students and 
collages, but he will always be in our hearts. He inspired me 
and became a model to follow.  
By Perez Reardon, Santiago  Level 2

Biography - A person I admire
Enrique is my father. He was born in 1963 in Argentina.
He married my mother in 1989 and they had six children, 
three boys and three girls. He is an excellent father.
He is retired now, but he was a bus driver. He is a great 
driver and I would like to drive like him.
By Diego Saverio (Level 2)

FLEISCHMAJER BENJAMIN- GRANDI ELGANI LUCIA-GUBERMAN 

HELENA VERA- GUBETTI CAMILA- IOVINO VICENZO- LAPMAN 

BENJAMIN- ROMAN BECERRA JACOBO   

A person I admire
My favourite person is Hugo Escola. He is my father. 
He was born in 1959 in Argentina and he married my 
mother in 1988.
I am a big fan of Racing Club, and my father instilled 
that passion into me. I love him because he is a good 
person and an amazing father.
By Federico Escola - Level 2

The person I admire is Leonardo Da Vinci. He was born 
on April 12th, 1452 in Italy. 
I consider him the first industrial designer. He was an 
architect, a writer, an engineer, a painter, a sculptor, an 
artist, an poet and more.  He worked  for Medici's and was 
involved in the re-design of the dome of Milan Cathedral. 
His most outstanding  works were the Mona Lisa, The 
Last Supper and the Vitruvian man, among others.
He studied human and animal anatomy as a pioneer in 
this field.  He drew sketches of products  that could not 
be made at the time like the helicopter. 
He died  on May 2nd 1519 in France, in the Castle of 
Francisco I after a long disease.
By Lautaro Carlos Hirschfeld - Level 2

ADVANCED 2
LANUS

KINDER
VILLA CRESPO

LEVEL 2
VILLA CRESPO
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Bernard and Arcimboldo in flores! 

After working with parts of the body, I asked students to create faces with things they 

could find at home. They took pictures and uploaded them in this link: FACES

not now bernard
kinder

https://padlet.com/mayraesquivel/czl3jqvdyycxpsvp
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ARCIMBOLDO
CHILDREN 3

ABRIL

ISABELLA

IVAN

CANDELA

IVAN

MILAGROS

SANTINO

MATIAS

ÚRSULA

neck


